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This paper provides a brief overview of the shift from studies describing the personality profiles of divers to studies exploring
associations between personality variables and diving performance in terms of behavioural outcomes. The personality
associations that were investigated include performance during training, panic proneness, diving injuries, susceptibility
to inert gas narcosis, and the behaviour of tourist divers. The paper concludes with a number of suggested directions for
further research on personality and diving that may provide tangible benefits in terms of both enhanced safety and improved
performance underwater.
Introduction

than found in more readily available academic publications.

This paper aims to provide an overview of the role of
personality in diving research. It briefly reviews historical
work in descriptive personality profiling of divers, as well
as profiling for selection purposes. It continues by reviewing
more recent research into the associations of personality and
a range of behavioural outcomes in diving, and concludes
by positing themes to focus future research.

DESCRIPTIVE PERSONALITY PROFILING

Personality profiling in diving – a brief overview
Historically, a large portion of psychological research in
diving was directed to the personality profiling of divers.
This is not surprising, as diving in its earlier days was
considered a particularly unusual and extreme activity, with
much interest in the type of person who would participate in
such an activity. One motivation of such profiling appeared
to be an intellectual curiosity that focussed on either general
personality profiling, or the description of very specific
personality factors or traits.1–13 A second theme was the
profiling of mental health, almost exclusively done with
military divers, with the likely aim to inform understanding
of operational readiness.1,14–19 A third motivation was
profiling for the purpose of selection, stimulated by the
expense of training and the costs of high drop-out rates from
training programmes.20,21
Various samples were profiled over time. Military divers
provided a captive target group and allowed for good
scientific control. Sport diver samples often comprised
college students, possibly because of their availability to the
researchers. Literature on divers in the commercial sector is
harder to find, sometimes buried in technical reports22 rather

A number of comprehensive personality profiles for
military1,7,9,12 and recreational2,13 divers have been described.
Such studies usually compared qualified divers to general
population norms or to comparable control groups. Some
of these profiles were highly context specific, and often
used different measures to describe personality, which in
combination restricted the generalizability of findings.
While some similarities between results could be interpreted,
there were limits to their comparability due to the different
measures used.10
Other studies described specific individual personality
factors or traits, including socialisation,5,6 risk taking or
sensation seeking,1,4–6,8,11 locus of control (also referred to
as internality-externality),4–6,12 masculinity4 and trait anxiety
(also referred to as dispositional anxiety).3–6 These studies
often used comparable measures, and divers in general
could thus be described as conforming to a profile of more
internal locus of control, higher sensation seeking (with
specific sensation-seeking profiles), greater masculine
orientation (both women and men), and low trait anxiety,
when compared to general population norms. In particular,
two traits are regularly and consistently described across
contexts, namely an adventurous or sensation-seeking
propensity and lower trait anxiety.
PERSONALITY PROFILING IN THE MENTAL HEALTH
CONTEXT
Published studies profiling personality functioning of navy
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diver samples from a mental health perspective used the
Minnesota Multiphasic Personality Inventory (MMPI).1,15–19
The use of a standardised measure allows for comparisons
across samples from different navies. The reports suggest
that diver profiles could be meaningfully interpreted
against the context of the psychological demands of their
specialised environment.19 Studies further reported positive
mental health profiles,15−19 which may partly be due to the
comprehensive medical screening during entry into navy
diving.
PERSONALITY PROFILING FOR SELECTION
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Personality variables and behavioural outcomes in diving
GENERAL PERFORMANCE DURING NAVY DIVING
TRAINING
A recent study from the Spanish Navy extended the
prediction of training outcome beyond a dichotomous
pass or fail, and found significant associations between
personality traits and general scuba training performance
(operationalised as ‘underwater adaptation’). 27 Better
adaptation to underwater performance was associated with
high scores on scales of emotional stability, self-control,
and facilitating anxiety, and low scores on sensitivity,
apprehension and tension.27–29 Another study associated
personality traits with risk of injury during naval diving
training.30 Students who sustained injuries reported higher
pre-course trait anxiety scores (higher than population means
and mean scores of qualified divers) and lower sensationseeking scores than non-injured students.30

The use of psychological assessment for selection purposes
has a long history, reviewed elsewhere.21 Selection was
usually understood as ‘selection-for-training’, and not
necessarily as selection for eventual success in post training
diving operations; success was generally operationalised
in terms of course pass or fail. In spite of numerous
studies on the roles of other psychological variables in
selection, including aptitude23,24 and attitude,25 very few true
“personality” variables have been found to meaningfully
predict successful completion of training. Most of the earlier
personality studies (reviewed above) were retrospective
descriptions, often interpreted by authors as adaptive for
that environment and, thus, suggestive of traits that would
be desirable for selection. However, the paucity of reports
on studies that actually tested the value of prospective
personality measures in determining training success
suggests a lack of positive findings in this field, leading to
the non-reporting of such studies. In support, earlier reviews
concluded that standard personality measures were only
marginally useful for the selection of divers,20,26 and currently
there appears little robust evidence that general personality
measurements have significant value in predicting success
during diving training.

Trait anxiety has received much interest as a possible
marker of panic proneness among divers. For example, it
was recognised as a possible predictor of panic in beginner
diving students,31 and pre-course trait anxiety mean scores
effectively predicted underwater panic behaviour for
beginner sport divers during training.32 In a separate study,
trait anxiety scores only predicted panic among experienced
scuba divers when adding one standard deviation to the
mean.33 An earlier review of the research concluded that trait
anxiety was a reliable predictor of panic proneness while
using scuba.34 In particular, individuals with trait anxiety
scores equal to or higher than the general population had
an increased risk of panic behaviour during recreational
scuba training.34

DISCUSSION

DIVING INJURIES

A number of limitations on the practical value of descriptive
personality profiling have been highlighted:
• descriptions are often context specific (navy divers,
underwater demolitions, college students, tourist divers,
etc.), which does not lend itself to easy generalisation;
• profiling contributes very little to selection for training
success;
• descriptions are not always helpful in improving safety
or performance;
• the sharp increase in the number of certified divers
resulted in such a wide spectrum of people being
involved, either professionally or recreationally, that
personality profiling now seems less productive.

Outside of the diving environment, measures of personality
have shown a relationship between risk-taking behaviour and
personal injury during activities like extreme sports, such as
skiing and skydiving. Applying this to the diving context,
in a comparison of divers with a history of decompression
illness (DCI) to a control group of divers without a history of
DCI using several personality measures, personality did not
appear to predict DCI.35 Although the DCI group reported
more internal locus of control, lower levels of experience
seeking, and had more driver’s licence endorsements, it was
concluded that there was no clear relationship between risktaking and personal injury among this group of sport divers.

PANIC PRONENESS

INERT GAS NARCOSIS (IGN)
In response, research published in the last 15 years has
moved from descriptions of personality to exploring
associations between personality variables and a range of
behavioural outcomes in diving, which are outlined below.

In spite of anecdotal accounts regarding the role of
personality in the susceptibility to IGN, very little is known.
A number of studies associated situational (or ‘state’) anxiety
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with performance during IGN.36–39 However, state anxiety
is not generally considered a personality trait, due to its
association with situational cognitive appraisals, rather than
enduring behavioural patterns. There was suggestion that low
trait anxiety is associated with better memory performance
after dives under conditions of IGN.40 Conversely, a recent
study found no association between measures of personality
and susceptibility to IGN,41 although the small sample size
and the use of navy divers with homogenous profiles may
have limited the applicability of the results.
DIVING BEHAVIOUR IN TOURISM CONTEXTS
Responsible diving behaviour in the tourism context was
investigated using the Five Factor Model of personality.42
Tourist divers high in neuroticism were more likely to be
irresponsible, for example, in damaging coral reefs and
marine ecosystems,43 while high scores for agreeableness,
extroversion, and openness to new experiences were
associated with more responsible behaviour underwater.43,44
Recommendations for future research
Many of the studies reported above used small samples
with highly specific (either intentionally, or self-selected)
participant groups, and it is not always clear whether
the results can be generalised to other diver populations.
However, they provide suggestions for enhancing both safety
and performance during underwater activities. Thus, given
the enduring interest in personality, a number of directions
to focus further research are suggested.

•

divers using an 8-meter platform (Waters A, personal
communication, August 2017).
Night swim: another test popular in many navies to
determine whether divers have the ‘right stuff’ is to drop
recruits into deep and/or cold water at night (with the
instruction to swim to a specific location), and observe
how they perform.

Both these practical tests are already in use, and with formal
measuring protocols, could be useful in considering selection
guidelines. Many other tasks may also already be in use in
diver selection, and considering their use as expression of
personality may prove fruitful.
PERSONALITY AND SUSCEPTIBILITY TO IGN
There are significant safety-critical risks associated with
narcosis, as well as risks of general performance impairment
during deep dives. Understanding the role of personality may
be of particular interest in a commercial deep diving context,
where the ability to predict may assist to prepare individual
divers better for deep excursions. If the behavioural effects
of IGN are understood through the Slowed Information
Processing model,45 susceptibility to IGN may be influenced
by central nervous system inhibitory and excitatory factors,
which in turn may share a psycho-biological basis with
expressions of personality. In spite of the current lack of
evidence associating personality and susceptibility to IGN,
further investigation into this topic, possibly following recent
recommendations,41 is encouraged.
PERSONALITY AND DIVING-ASSOCIATED INJURY

PRACTICAL TESTS FOR SELECTION
Although non-personality psychological constructs, like
technical aptitude or general mental ability, have shown
some positive predictive value for training success, there is
little robust evidence for the value of personality measures
in selection. However, the financial and human resource
implications of high failure rates during commercial and
military diving courses continue to stimulate interest in
personality and related psychological constructs. With
little support to recommend continued personality testing,
it may be worth considering a blend of psychometric
assessment and practical tasks to elicit markers of personal
psychological performance. Two practical tasks that have
been used in a number of navies may provide opportunity
for fruitful research:
• Platform jump: an earlier unpublished study with Royal
Navy divers (Leach J, personal communication, August
2017) used a test in which each recruit had to walk to the
edge of a ship’s platform 12 meters above the harbour
and step off into the water. The study found a highly
significant negative correlation between the length of
time a person hesitated at the edge before stepping off
and their performance on the dive course. A similar
experience was observed for South African Navy

The sustained surge of interest in recreational diving46 and
the associated increase in both diving tourism and technical
diving has changed the risk profile of diving. The original
studies on personality and hyperbaric injury35 could be
replicated with larger numbers and possibly expanding both
the measurement of personality and the definitions of injury,
and differentiated across contexts (e.g., local recreational
diving, tourist diving, technical diving and so forth).
PERSONALITY AND PANIC EXPERIENCES
From a psychological perspective, the greatest risk during
underwater activity is panic. Panic is a leading cause of
rapid ascents, which in turn may result in severe hyperbaric
injuries.47 It is further estimated to contribute to 40–60%
of all scuba diving deaths.26,47–50 Given the reportedly
high occurrence of panic experiences among divers,48,50
supplementary studies are needed to explore other possible
personality correlates. Panic experiences have implications
for safety-critical diving behaviours, and understanding
the role of personality may assist in improved training
and preparation of at-risk divers. A number of avenues
of research could be considered, including exploring the
most effective ways to measure trait anxiety, exploring
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other personality correlates and, although strictly not in the
domain of personality studies, continue to explore the best
interventions to counter the effects of high trait anxiety on
decision making and behaviour.31,51,52
RISK TAKING/SENSATION SEEKING AND TRAIT
ANXIETY IN BEHAVIOURAL OUTCOMES DURING
DIVING
These two personality markers have consistently been
identified among divers1,3–5,8,11,32 and both are associated with
tolerance to physiological excitation. Both are considered
to have significant safety implications, for example, the
relationship of trait anxiety to injury may be mediated
through its association with panic proneness and, in the case
of sensation seeking, through greater risk-taking behaviour.
Elucidating the relationships between physical activation,
personality descriptors, and behavioural outcomes
during diving may contribute considerably to the broader
understanding of many manifestations of diver conduct.
PERSONALITY AND UNDERWATER BEHAVIOUR IN
DIVING TOURISM
Diving tourism has become a multi-million dollar business,
and is associated with pressure of human activity on popular
reefs. Tourist divers often have little experience,44 and may
be at greater risk for non-intentional damage to marine
ecosystems. Clarifying the relationship between personality
and underwater behaviour may be important when
considering ways to enhance diving experiences without
compromising the sustainability of popular reef systems.
PERSONALITY PROFILES AND PSYCHOLOGICAL
RESILIENCE
Previous attempts endeavoured to link personality traits of
navy divers to measures of resilience, with the rationale
that personality profiles associated with resilience may be
desirable profiles for military divers. Two small studies
suggested that the typical navy diver profile12 might not be the
most resilient profile (Bester PC, personal communication,
June 2017). Researching resilient personality characteristics,
specific to different contexts, may support positive longterm mental health outcomes in fields such as military
deployments or civilian underwater search and recovery
operations.
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